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Introduction

Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) has been used in China and Eastern Asia more than two thousand years, and is becoming more and more popular in recent years. Currently, CHM is rapidly gaining attention in the West as sources of new drugs, dietary supplements and functional foods. However, the lack of consistent manufacturing processes, quality standards, scientific, and the validation of efficacy and safety impede worldwide acceptance of CHM [1]. Particular attention has been focused on efficacy and safety of CHM and quality control is a key part for the drug discovery, especially for the proprietary Chinese medicine [2-4].

Current Quality Control System of CHM and Weakness

The quality control of CHM is always a key issue for the clinical usage, and also is a secure for high quality of clinical trials, especially in the consistency and controllability [5,6]. Great progress has been made in the quality control of CHM due to modern separation and characterization techniques. Briefly, it can be divided into three stages. The first stage was the usage of identification of CHM based on material medical morphology, one or two markers' thin-layer chromatography (TLC) [7]. The morphological identification was described in the 1953 and 1963 editions of the Chinese Pharmacopeia. Since 1985, TLC has been employed for the qualitative evaluation of CHM [8]. Morphological identification can give a quick identification of CHM; and TLC method has the advantages of operating conveniently, quick identification and preliminary quantification of marker compounds. However, morphological identification cannot explore the substantial basis of CHM; while TLC also has the weaknesses of limitation in multiple compounds detection, low selectivity in quantification. CHM is a multicomponent combination, so just use TLC method for several marker compounds’ quality control cannot reflect the real quality of CHM. Nevertheless, the chosen of marker compounds are mostly based on main compounds in CHM, which may have no relevance with pharmacological activity.

Based on these weaknesses, Researchers started to focus on multiple active compounds analysis method. So the second stage was the application of comprehensive methods which reflect the characteristics of multiple targets and synergistic action of CHM using fingerprint (including chromatographic and spectroscopic ones, contain TLC, HPLC, GC, CE, IR, NIR, NMR, DNA, GC-MS, LC-MS, LC-DAD-MSn, and LC-DAD-NMR) [9,10]. It presents the entire composition information and fulfills the TCM characteristics. Therefore, fingerprint analysis has been internationally accepted for the quality control of herbal medicines [8]. To combine chemical character with bioactivity, bio-fingerprint and metabolic fingerprint have also been used for directly selecting the marker constituents for quality control [11]. However, these marker components were selected by preliminary comparison of fingerprints, more work need to be done for the activity confirmation.

The third stage was the system biology methods, including metabolomics, genomics and proteomics to clarify their therapeutic basis and mechanism of action more clearly [12]. Usually the system biology methods indicate the grade discrimination based on whole metabolites, primary and secondary metabolites, low and high molecular compounds, and volatile and nonvolatile compounds contained in the herbal formula. However, these methods are also proved to be time-consuming, arduous, and difficult for clarifying the synergistic action of CHM and only show the metabolomics aspects of those herbs, but not link with their efficacy. The main problems to control the curative and systematic effects of the real activity of CHMs still exist. The lack of correlation between chemical compositions and clinical efficacy is the key issue to be solved.

Traditional CHM Based New Drug Development Process

Nowadays approximately 80% of antimicrobial, cardiovascular, immunosuppressive, and anticancer drugs are originated from herbal medicine [13]. And, actually, about half of the pharmaceuticals are derived from compounds firstly identified from herbs as active ingredients [14]. Among herbal medicine, CHM are mainly made of formula from a combination of Chinese herbs which contains hundreds of active ingredients. These ingredients will be potentially useful for the development of therapeutic agents. The traditional CHM based new drug development process usually includes six steps as listed in Figure 1.

Efficacy-driven Quality Control Platform Framework

Our research team has been studied a Chinese herbal proprietary medicine (MaiZeRenWan, MZRW) for ten years [15]. Although MZRW has been widely used in clinical practice and was proved to be effective in our previous studies, the total active components of MZRW are still unknown. On the other hand, the present quality control studies of MZRW are still based on simply evaluating the content of several main compounds of MZRW, while these main compounds may have no activity. Therefore, more work need to be done to explore the active compounds of MZRW, and a systematic efficacy-driven quality control platform of MZRW need to be established based on the content of real active components.

Based on our previous work, we will establish a systematic quality control platform for Chinese herbal formula from raw material to final usage, and also is a secure for high quality of clinical trials, especially in the consistency and controllability [5,6]. Great progress has been made in the quality control of CHM due to modern separation and characterization techniques. Briefly, it can be divided into three stages. The first stage was the usage of identification of CHM based on material medical morphology, one or two markers' thin-layer chromatography (TLC) [7]. The morphological identification was described in the 1953 and 1963 editions of the Chinese Pharmacopeia. Since 1985, TLC has been employed for the qualitative evaluation of CHM [8]. Morphological identification can give a quick identification of CHM; and TLC method has the advantages of operating conveniently, quick identification and preliminary quantification of marker compounds. However, morphological identification cannot explore the substantial basis of CHM; while TLC also has the weaknesses of limitation in multiple compounds detection, low selectivity in quantification. CHM is a multicomponent combination, so just use TLC method for several marker compounds’ quality control cannot reflect the real quality of CHM. Nevertheless, the chosen of marker compounds are mostly based on main compounds in CHM, which may have no relevance with pharmacological activity.

Based on these weaknesses, Researchers started to focus on multiple active compounds analysis method. So the second stage was the application of comprehensive methods which reflect the characteristics of multiple targets and synergistic action of CHM using fingerprint (including chromatographic and spectroscopic ones, contain TLC, HPLC, GC, CE, IR, NIR, NMR, DNA, GC-MS, LC-MS, LC-DAD-MSn, and LC-DAD-NMR) [9,10]. It presents the entire composition information and fulfills the TCM characteristics. Therefore, fingerprint analysis has been internationally accepted for the quality control of herbal medicines [8]. To combine chemical character with bioactivity, bio-fingerprint and metabolic fingerprint have also been used for directly selecting the marker constituents for quality control [11]. However, these marker components were selected by preliminary comparison of fingerprints, more work need to be done for the activity confirmation.

The third stage was the system biology methods, including metabolomics, genomics and proteomics to clarify their therapeutic basis and mechanism of action more clearly [12]. Usually the system biology methods indicate the grade discrimination based on whole metabolites, primary and secondary metabolites, low and high molecular compounds, and volatile and nonvolatile compounds contained in the herbal formula. However, these methods are also proved to be time-consuming, arduous, and difficult for clarifying the synergistic action of CHM and only show the metabolomics aspects of those herbs, but not link with their efficacy. The main problems to control the curative and systematic effects of the real activity of CHMs still exist. The lack of correlation between chemical compositions and clinical efficacy is the key issue to be solved.

Traditional CHM Based New Drug Development Process

Nowadays approximately 80% of antimicrobial, cardiovascular, immunosuppressive, and anticancer drugs are originated from herbal medicine [13]. And, actually, about half of the pharmaceuticals are derived from compounds firstly identified from herbs as active ingredients [14]. Among herbal medicine, CHM are mainly made of formula from a combination of Chinese herbs which contains hundreds of active ingredients. These ingredients will be potentially useful for the development of therapeutic agents. The traditional CHM based new drug development process usually includes six steps as listed in Figure 1.

Efficacy-driven Quality Control Platform Framework

Our research team has been studied a Chinese herbal proprietary medicine (MaiZeRenWan, MZRW) for ten years [15]. Although MZRW has been widely used in clinical practice and was proved to be effective in our previous studies, the total active components of MZRW are still unknown. On the other hand, the present quality control studies of MZRW are still based on simply evaluating the content of several main compounds of MZRW, while these main compounds may have no activity. Therefore, more work need to be done to explore the active compounds of MZRW, and a systematic efficacy-driven quality control platform of MZRW need to be established based on the content of real active components.

Based on our previous work, we will establish a systematic quality control platform for Chinese herbal formula from raw material to final
product based on bio-activity assessments through clinical sample evaluation and pharmacological confirmation, thus to provide a revolutionary approach consolidated reference for the quality control of Chinese herbal formula. We suggest two key elements of this framework: (i) CHM based new drug discovery should include a pilot clinical study to confirm its efficacy and safety and identify the compounds absorbed into blood and metabolic profiling of CHM in human subjects; (ii) The quality control platform should be combined with the data from the pilot clinical study which the targeted components should be connected with the efficacy. With the integration of the new model, the proposed process will include seven steps (Figure 2).

The new framework of the efficacy-driven quality control platform will mainly include the phases as follows: (i) to identify the compounds absorbed into blood and metabolic profiling of CHM in human subjects through a pilot clinical study; (ii) to compare the effects of compounds between absorbed or not absorbed into blood in animal samples; (iii) to determine the pharmacological effects of compounds identified from human samples; (iv) to set up a quality control system based on the compounds which links with pharmacological effects; (v) to compare clinical efficacy in human samples of the new quality control system with conventional quality control method.

Ultimately, our key recommendations are as follows: firstly, the quality control of CHM must be connected with clinical efficacy; secondly, a pilot clinical trial to evaluate the isolated components should be provided; finally, the identified components should be determined through pharmacological experiments.
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